
PRACTICE PROB 1 DAM

MS Practice problems â€“ Set I 1. A bank classifies borrowers as high-risk or low-risk. Only 15% of its loans are made to
those in high-risk category.

USA analysis should be applied for staged construction, and upstream tailings represent a classic case of
staged-construction. In practice, the CPT should only be used for assessment of undrained strength in slope
stability assessments in clay when it has been calibrated on site with good quality laboratory testing of
undrained strengths Fell et. We have had a team of volunteers translating and summarizing the entire portfolio
of key official government documents of relevance to this failure. We have been looking at failures for 5 years
and we do not see in the history of any catastrophic failure evidence that pre acquisition there was any
assessment of the condition or capacity of existing tailings facilities or even an assessment of accrued
liabilities or quality of the remaining unmined mineral deposits. Flowing water did exist , was acknowledged
to exist, so the only valid methods were USA Undrained stability Analysis. To paraphrase Silva. This
interpretation is confirmed by our own static liquefaction expert Roberto Rodriguez Pacheco. The FoS was
noted to vary considerably according to the type of analysis, pore water pressure assumptions, extent of
investigations, anticipated quality of construction and other factors. This is a very disconcerting finding. Need
another reason to implement hybrid scheduling? The characteristics of the tailings dictate the type of disposal
facility required. Olson did not review or comment on the Pirete and Gomes paper before it was published.
What is meant by comparability when discussing financial accounting information? The cone resistance qt is
directly measured by the CPT probe and Fell et. For this reason, the loss of the margin of the safety factor can
occur without any external signal on the dam. The report is far less comprehensive, includes no new data
points but addresses the status of the findings and recommendations. Dam VI is the pool of water in the
foreground. Experience at the dam pointing to design flaws or construction errors and the written works
evolving standards can and should guide corrections over the life of all dams. Rodriguez, who has 20 years of
experience in tailings management facilities and tailings hydromechanical behavior, is our Chief Compiler,
Engineering Causes here at World Mine tailings failures.. Under the action of rain storms, phreatic levels rise
quickly due to the presence of capillary water. Rodriguez emphasizes that the main deficiency of the current
tailings dam monitoring systems is the inability to detect the capillary height, the degree of saturation and the
suction of the tailings. Mining production started at Corrego Do Feijao in and Dam 1, placed in servuce in ,
was specifically for its sinter tailings. Important to note, however, see graph above Silva et. Collectively
exhaustive? If the rate of deposition of these very liquid materials allows sufficient time for consolidation and
drying, the mass for many types of tailings will become compact and stable. Experience at the dam pointing to
design flaws or construction errors and the written works evolving standards can and should guide corrections
over the life of the dam. Provide information that clearly portray nonfinancial transactions. As you know, none
of this is good for your production numbers or your bottom line. McRoberts, M. We thank Bruno Milanez for
acquiring and transferring this important portfolio to us. Publication or conference presentation of a peer
reviewed paper only bring sit into professional consideration and discourse. The recent tailings dam failures at
Mt. Rodriguez Pacheco points out this pattern is almost the signature of some 19 cases of static liquefaction
that he has documented. It was a design where the inherent weaknesses would increase over time. Certainly it
emphasized drainage issues.


